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The International Congress comes to Europe – be there
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INTERNATIONAL SOCIETIES
International Federation of Societies for Surgery of the Hand (IFSSH)
International Federation of Societies for Hand Therapy (IFSSH)

LOCAL HOST SOCIETIES
German Society for Hand Surgery (DGH)
German Society for Hand Therapy (DAHTH)

ASSOCIATED FESSH CONGRESS
Federation of European Societies for Surgery of the Hand (FESSH)

Let’s meet in Berlin!
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REGISTRATION OPEN
Early Bird until 28th February 2019

THERAPIST TICKET (4 days)
EUR 420 (approx £375 or USD $480)

ABSTRACT SUBMISSION
Closes 30th September 2018

BOOK VIA WEBSITE
www.ifssh-ifsht2019.com

Good to know

THERAPY TOPICS INCLUDE:
Flexor tendons
Wrist and other pain
Congenital Hands
Innovation
Assessment

Brachial plexus
Nerves
Brain plasticity
Neurodynamics
PIPJs
In 2016 in Buenos Aires there were 362 therapists from 47 countries and many more surgeons. Therapists could choose from 92 invited presentations, 48 free papers, 35 e-posters – just in the therapy programme.

All therapists can attend surgeons, therapists and combined sessions freely.

Great educational, networking and social opportunities.
Awards for Hand Therapists

Do you know therapists who have made a difference to hand therapy and patients around the world?
At every triennial congress the following awards are given to Hand Therapists

**Cristina Alegri Award**
This award is given to one hand therapist at every Triennial Congress recognising an innovation or unique contribution to the patient experience. The innovation can be in treatment or practice methods, therapeutic approaches, splinting, adaptive equipment design or therapeutic equipment.

**Lifetime Achievement Award**
New for 2019, this award will be given to multiple therapists who have made a significant international contribution to hand therapy. Full criteria for this award can be found on the IFSHT website but include publication, international teaching, outreach and scientific contribution.

Award application forms on the IFSHT website
Silent Auction

The Silent Auction is an amazing opportunity to donate and buy hand-related and other goods to help fund IFSHT support therapists from countries trying to develop hand therapy.

When: Thursday 20th June
Where: Exhibition Hall
How: View the items through the day and bid anonymously for them

Who Wins?
Whoever has bid the highest at the end of the day, pays for and takes the item

We ask each therapist to donate something – however small. Register your donation online and bring it with you or send it with someone who is attending.
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Modern metropolis of world-class standing

Located in the heart of Europe

Most reasonably priced European metropolis

Berlin welcomes you!
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Berlin welcomes you!

An incredibly varied history, a rich cultural landscape and over 1,000 events every day

Sincere German hospitality
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Congress Venue - CityCube Berlin

Multifunctional congress center with outstanding record of success since it opened in 2014
www.citycube-berlin.de